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Abstract 
Heckmann, R., Power domain constructions, Science of Computer Programming 17 (1991) 77-l 17. 
The variety of power domain constructions proposed in the literature is put into a general algebraic 
framework. Power constrructions are considered algebras on a higher level: for every ground domain, 
there is a power domain whose algebraic structure is specified by means of axioms concerning 
the algebraic properties of the basic operations empty set, union, singleton, and extension of 
functions. A hosr of derived operations is introduced and investigated algebraically. Every power 
construction is shtswn to be equipped with a characteristic semiring such that the resulting power 
domains become sen&ing modules. Power homomorphisms are introduced as a means to relate 
different power constructions. They also allow to define the notion of initial andjinal constructions 
for a fixed characteristic semiring. Such initial and final constructions are shown to exist for every 
semiring, and their basic properties are derived. Finally, the known power constructions are put 
into the genera! framework of this paper. 
1. Introduction 
A power domain construction maps every domain X of some distinguished class 
of domains into a so-called power domain over X whose points represent sets of 
points of the ground domain. Power domain constructions were originally proposed 
to model the semantics of non-deterministic programming languages [14, 15, 10, 
131. Other motivations are the semantic representatiolr of a set data type [9], or of 
relational ciata bases [2, 41. 
In 1976, Plotkin [14] proposed the first power domain construction. Because his 
construction goes beyond the category of bounded complete algebraic domains, 
Plotkin proposed the larger category of SFP-domains that is closed under his 
construction. A short time later, Smyth [ 151 introduced a simpler construction, the 
upper or Smyth power construction, that respects bounded completeness. In [16], 
a third power domain construction occurs, the lower power domain, that completes 
the trio of classical power domain constructions. 
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Starting from problems in data base theory, Buneman et al. [2] proposed to 
combine lower and upper power domain to a so-called sandwich power domain. 
Gunter investigated the logic of the classical power domains [3]. By extending the 
logic of Plotkin’s domain in a natural way, he developed a so-called mixed power 
domain [4,5]. Plotkin’s power domain is a subset of the mixed one, and this in turn 
is a subset of the sandwich power domain. 
We independently found the sandwich and mixed power domains in an isomorphic 
form as big and small set domains when developing domain constructions that 
would give semantics to an abstract data type of sets in a functional programming 
language (see is]). 
Given at least five different power domain constructions, the question arises what 
is the essence of these constructions, i.e., what are their common features which 
allow the application of the notion “power domain”. Thus, we look for a theory of 
power domain constructions that covers the existing ones and provides answers to 
the following questions: 
(1) What are power domain constructions? 
(2) How are different power domain constructions related to each other? 
(3) Are there more than the five constructions enumerated above? 
(4) If so, how are these five constructions distinguished among all the others? 
In addition, a general theory of power constructions provides-if it is to be 
useful-general theorems that are applicable to all specific power domain 
constructions. 
Gunter presenps in [S] the semantics of a non-deterministic language in terms of 
a generic power domain construction using the three basic operators of singleton, 
binary union, and extending set-valued functions from points to sets. These generic 
semantics may then be instantiated by choosing a concrete construction instead of 
the generic one. The concrete construction only has to provide the necessary basic 
operations. 
Thus, we define a power domain construction by axioms concerning the existence 
of some basic operations. In addition, we specify some axioms that should be 
satisfied by the basic operations. One might worry about the actual choice of these 
axioms, but we think that our choice is quite natural. This opinion is strengthened 
by the fact that our definition leads to a rich theory, covers the known power 
constructions, and allows to characterize them algebraically. 
After introducing some notions and notations, we present the basic operations 
and their axioms in Section 3. In Section 4, we indicate a variety of consequences 
of these axioms. Main proposed in [ 13) to define power domains as free modules 
over semirings. In Section 5, we show that our power constructions are equipped 
with a characteristic semiring, and the resulting power domains are (not necessarily 
free) modules w.r.t. this semiring. 
Power homomorphisms are introduced in Section 6 as a means to relate different 
power constructions, They a!so altow to define the notion of initial and, jfinal 
constructions for a given characteristic semiring. in Sections 8 and 9, we prove that 
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such initial and final constructions exist for every semiring, and we deriv,re their 
basic properties. Since the concept of a semiring is very general, we thus obtain a 
host of power domain constructions. The concluding Section 10 then puts the five 
known power constructions mentioned above into the general framework of this 
paper. 
2. Notions and notations 
Following the programme outlined above, the paper mainly uses algebraic tech- 
niques, e.g. equational reasoning. Only a minimum of domain theory is needed; it 
is collected in this section. 
A pose? (partially ordered set) (P, s) is a set B together with a reflexive, antisym- 
metric, and transitive relation “5”. Most often, we identify the poset P = (R, s) 
with its carrier P. We refer to the standard notions of upper and lower bounds, 
bounded subsets, least upper bound (lub) denoted by “U “, greatest lower bound 
(glb), directed set, directed complete poset (domain), monotonic and continuous 
function.’ Hence, a domain is just a directed complete poset. It need not possess a 
least element. 
A domain is bounded complete if every bounded subset has a lub, and it is complete 
if all subsets have lubs. A domain is discrete if x my implies x = y. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between discrete domains and (unordered) sets. 
The product of two sets A and B is denoted by A x B, and similarly, the product 
of two domains X and Y is written XX Y. The set of all functions from a set A to 
a set B is denoted by A + B, whereas the domain of continuous functions from 
domain X to domain Y is written [X + Y]. Consequently, f: A + B means f is just 
a function, whereas f : [X + Y] means f is continuous. Continuous functions are also 
called morphisms. 
A point a in a domain X is way-below a point b, written a < 6, iff for all directed 
sets D c X with b < U D, there is an element d in D such that a s d. The domain 
is continuous if for every point x, the set {a 1 a Q x} is directed and has lub x. 
A point a in a domain X is isolated (or: jinite) iff it is way-below itself. The set 
of all isolated points of X is called X ‘. A domain X is algebraic iff every point of 
X is the lub of a directed set of isolated points. The set X0 of all isolated points of 
X is called the base. Every algebraic domain is continuous. 
BiJinite or profinite domains [6] are the limits of w-chains of finite domains. Every 
bounded complete algebraic domain is bifinite, and every bifinite domain is algebraic. 
The function space of two bifinite domains is bifinite agaul, whereas the function 
space of two algebraic domains need not be algebraic. 
Following [17], a functor in the category of domains and continuous functions 
is focally coutinuotis if its functional part acts continuously on the function spaces. 
’ W.r.t. directed sets, not ascending sequences. 
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Such functors are continuous. Hence they map bifinire domains to bifinite domains 
if they map finite domains to finite domains. 
3. Specification of power constructions 
3.1. Constructions 
A power construction is something like a function which applied to a domain X 
yields a new domain, the power domain over X. It is not really a function since 
there is no set of all domains. There may be total constructions that are applicable 
to all domains, as well as partial constructions applicable to a special class of 
domains only. 
Definition 3.1. A (domain) construction 9: X c* 9X attaches adomain 9X to every 
domain X belonging to a distinguished class def 9. .9 is a total construction if 
def 9 is the cl ass of all domains, otherwise a partial one. 
A power (domain) construction SP is a domain construction satisfying the axioms 
presented in the next paragraphs. g.X is called the power domain over the ground 
domain X. The elements of (the carrier of) 9X are called formal sets. 
If a power construction P is defined for a class C = def 9, then the power domains 
PX are not required to be in C again. 
Often, a power domain cannot be realized concretely as a set of subsets of the 
ground domain. Hence the notion of formal sets in contrast o actual sets, i.e. the 
ordinary subsets of the ground domain. Formal set operations will be notationally 
distinguished from actual set operations by means of additional bars, e.g. t vs. u. 
In the I”ollowing, the symbol 9 denotes a generic partial power construction 
defined for a class D = def 9 of domains. We immediately require the class D to 
contain the one-point-domain 1because the power domain 9’1 plays an important 
algebraic role. 
3.2. Empty set and finite union 
As a first requirement, we want the power domain 9X to contain a formal empty 
set and to provide formal set union. Both the existence of an empty set and the 
axioms for union may be subject o discussions. 
None of the original power domain constructions contained the empty set. 
However, they were sometimes extended by the empty set in later developments. 
For our work, the empty set is important and cannot be dispensed with. 
Mathematical set theory suggests that union be commutative, associative, and 
idempotent. The last requirement turns out to be the least important one. For the 
sake of generality, we omit it as far as possible. Thus, the following results apply 
for “multi-power” domain constructions as well. 
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For a (generalized) power construction P, all power domains 9X have to be 
equipped with a commutative and associative operation w : [PX x 9X+ 9X]. In 
addition, there has to be a point 0 in 9X which is the neutral element of union 
“W”. If union is idempotent, it is a real power construction, and otherwise a 
multi-power construction. 
3.3. Monoid domains 
To have generally applicable notions, we define the algebra of domains with 
empty set and union in a more abstract setting. 
Definition 3.2 (Monoid domains and additive maps). A monoid domain (or simply 
monoid) (M, +, 0) is a domain M together with an associative operation + : [ A4 x 
M + M] and an element 0 of (the carrier of) M which is the neutral element of “+“. 
The monoid is commutative iff “-I-” is. 
A map f: [X + Y] between two monoids is additive iff it is a monoid homomorph- 
ism, i.e., f(0,) = 0 y and f (a + b) = fa +fb hold. 
Many authors, including myself in previous papers, call the additive maps linear. 
However, the term “linear” is more appropriate for the module homomorphisms 
introduced in Section 5.1. In many common cases, including the usual power 
constructions, additivity and linearity coincide. 
3.4 Singleton sets 
Returning to the power construction, we next require a morphism which maps 
elements into singleton sets, We denote it by L = {I l I}: [X+ PX], x I+ {1x1}. 
By means of the operations 8 and w, we may extend {I l I} to finite sequences of 
ground domain points: 
{Ix,, l l l , X”l> =
i 
hi, w l l l w (1~~1) if n > 0, 
8 if n = 0. 
Because of commutativity and associativity, one is free to permute the n arguments 
of {Ix,, . . . , x,J}. If union is idempotent, one additionally might delete and add 
multiple occurrences of elements. Thus (1 l I} b ecomes a mapping from finite actual 
sets to formal sets in this case. 
3.5. Function extension 
So far, we required the existence of singleto,ts, empty set, and binary union. 
Singleton and union are not yet interrelated v4 L axioms, and there are no axioms 
yet relating power domains over different ground domains. Both relationships are 
established by the extension functional. It takes a set-valued function defined on 
points of a ground domain and extends it to formal sets. 
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Definition 3.3. Let X be a domain in D and 2 an arbitrary domain. A function 
F: [9X-, Z] is an extension of a function f: [X+ Z] iff F{Ixl} =fx holds for all x 
in X, or equivalently iff F 0 L =$ 
For every two domains X and Y in D, ext is a morphism mapping morphisms 
from X to BY into morphisms from 9X to 9Y. For everyf: [X+ .9Y], the extended 
function $= extf should be an additive extension of J These axioms imply 
Blx 19’.‘9 &I~ =fx*w* 9 l wjxn for n>O. 
We call the ext axioms indicated above primary axioms because their relevance 
is immediate, In addition, we require some “secondary axioms” which will be stated 
below as (Si). (Sl) and (S2) specify additivity in the functional argument. In the 
next section, power constructions are shown to be functors by means of (S3) and (S4). 
@ For all domains X, Y in D, there is a morphism 
ext = - : [[x+~Y]+[sPx+~Y]] 
with 
w Je=e, 
(pa _&M?) = (fA)w(j%), 
(P3) s(Ixi} =J% or: SOL =f: 
Together, (PI) through (P3) mean $ is an additive extension of J: 
61) 
w 
(S3) 
(S4) 
ext(Ax.B)A = 0 or shortly ext @ = Q where &I denotes the constant function Ax.& 
exf(Ax$xwgx)A = (extfA)w(extgA). 
Raising “w” to functions, one may shortly write fw g =fw g. 
ext(Ax.{)xl})A = A or: L’ = id. 
For every two morphisms f: [X-, 9Y] and g : [Y + PZ], 
ext g( extfA) = exr( haext g($a)) A 
holds for all A in 9X, or: g 0 f = Ff. 
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Note that we do not require f to be the only morphism satisfying (Pl) through 
(P3) for given f: However, an important class of power constructions will have this 
property. For these constructions, (Sl) through (S4) become provable (see Section 
8). That is why we call them secondary axioms. 
3.6. Exmnples 
Sets may be conceived as discrete domains, and all functions between discrete 
domains are continuous. Hence, ordinary power set formation is a partial power 
domain construction defined for discrete domains. 
o &,X = PX = {A i A c X} ordered discretely for discrete domains X, 
@ 0=@, 
. AwB==Au B, 
. {Ixl> = {XL 
0 extf A = iJoeA fa. 
Union is obviously commutative, associative, and the empty set is its neutral 
element. The axioms for extension read as follows: 
(PO U fa4 WV U fc=UfadJfb 
(P3) 
w 
aG9 
u fx=fa 
={a1 
u 0=0 
acA 
w 
CEAUS asA bcB 
U (fawa)= U fau U w 
aEA c, t A acA 
(S3) U M=A 
aeA 
(S4) u[+s~Afa}=~Abuasb 
All these equations hold, i.e .9&, is a power construction. 
extf is not the only additive extension of f if X is infinite. Another additive 
extension off: X + P,,,Y is 
FA UaEA fa if A is finite, 
=Y I otherwise. 
An extension functional defined in this manner would however violate axiom (S3). 
The empty set and all singletons are finite, and finite unions of finite sets are 
finite. Hence, there is another power construction for sets: 
9$,X={Ac_XIA is finite} 
whose operations are the restrictions of the operations above. In this construction, 
every function f: X+ 9&Y has a unique additive extension. 
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3.7. 
A 
e 
0 
Q 
a 
0 
0 
L power construction is a tuple (D, $8, w, L, ‘) where 
D is a class of domains 
8 maps domains belonging to class D into domains 
0 = (&&ED with Ox : 9% 
~=G=&ED with w,:[!PXxPX+9X] 
b =(k&ED with bx : [X + 9x1 
-= (exkA,kkb with exf*v:[[X9BYJ~[~X~9YJ] 
satisfying the axioms (domain indices are dropped!) 
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Summary 
(C) 
(A) 
U’J) 
(W 
W) 
(P3) 
(W 
(S2) 
(S3) 
(S4) 
AwB= BwA 
Aw(BwC)=(AwB)wC 
ewA=Awe=A 
f6=e 
~(AwB) = (fA)w(_f’B) 
f ob=f 
Ax.8= Ax.8 
fwg = fwg with “M” raised to functions 
i=id 
go$=Ff 
4. Derived opeaatious in a power construction 
The operations as specified above allow to derive many other operations with 
useful algebraic properties. We first consider some set operations including function 
mapping (4.1), big union (4.2), and Cartesian product (4.3). Function mapping 
turns the power construction into a locally continuous functor. 
In Section 4.4, we concentrate on the power domain 91 over the one-point-domain 
1 and show that it incorporates the inherent logic of the power construction in its 
operations. In Section 4.5, existential quantification 8 is introduced. Given a formal 
set and a predicate, 8 intuitively tells whether some member of the set satisfies the 
predicate. In Section 9, 8 will be used to define power domain constructions in 
terms of second order predicates. 
Elements of a power domain PX may be multiplied by logical values, i.e., members 
of PI (see Section 4.6). Intuitively, multiplication of A by the lo, .di value b results 
in the conditional if b then A else 0. In case X = 1, this operation induces a binary 
operation within 91. This operation rn?:l k rnteapreted asconjuction (Section 4.7). 
4.1. Mapping of functions over sets 
Given a morphism f: [X-, Y), it can be composed with the singleton operation 
to obtain L of: [X+ 9Y]. The resulting set-valued function can be extended to set 
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arguments. Thus, we obtain 
map = A: [[X+Y]+PX+PY]], 
The primary and some secondary axioms of extension may be translated into 
corresponding properties of map. 
uw j;e=e 
( w $(~blBj = (j?Aj~(j;Bj 
f PX- 9Y 
(P3)’ j?o~=~of or: j{IxI}={ijIxI} L L 
(S3)’ $=id T T 
(S4)’ g^o.j‘=(gOf)A 
f 
X-Y 
Proof. 
WY by UW 
WV 
(P3)’ fob =‘Ofo‘=‘Of by U’3) 
63) id=‘oid=i=id by (S3) 
(S4)’ - - 
(S4) - 
~o~=‘ogo‘of = 
-_ 
LOgOLOf (l)‘OgOf=(gofjA. q 
The properties (Pl j’ through (P3)’ imply j{lx, , . . . , x,1} = {I fx, , . . . , fxnl}. The last 
two properties show that B becomes a functor by means of l~crp. Since map is 
continuous whence considered a second order function, this functor is locally 
continuous, whence every power construction sends bifinite domains to bifinite 
domains if it sends finite domains to finite domains (see Section 2). 
4.2. Big union 
If X is in D such that 9X is back in D again, the identity id : [.9X + 9x1 may be 
extended to a morphism U = 2: [9(9X) + 9X]. The axioms (PI) through (P3) of 
extension imply 
(1) U6=8 
~(=Q 
(2) U(AwBj = UAW UB 
(3) WI> = s 
whence U{lS,, . . . , $1) = S,W * l w S,,. Thus, U is a formal big union of formal sets 
of formal sets. 
4.3. Double extension 
Let X, Y, and Z be three domains in D, and let *: [Xx Y + 9’Z] be a binary 
operation written in infix notation. By double extension, one obtains 
A s B = ext(ha.ext(Ab. a + bj B) A, 
A G B = exf(hb,exf(Aa. a * b) A) B. 
The results are two morphisms z, g : [9X x Ht + 9Z]. 
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A power construction is symmetric ff A g B = A s B holds for all X, Y, and Z in 
D, A in BX, B in PY, and * : [X x Y + PZ]. Power constructions are not automatically 
symmetric. Later, we shall meet examples for this. 
Our two sample power constructions for discrete domains-set of arbitrary subsets 
and set of finite subsets-are both symmetric because of 
U U a*b=U U a+b. 
SEA k/3 bE B a+zA 
For two singletons, {Ial} 4 (lbi} ={IaI] g {lbl}= a * b may be shown using (P3) 
twice. Because of (Pl ) and (P2), “4” is obviously additive in its first argument: 
83 B=0, (A,wAZI)iCB=(Ali;B)w(A;!IB). 
For additivity in the second argument, (Sl) and (S2) have to be employed in addition 
because B appear3 in the functional argument of the outer occurrence of ext. Thus, 
we get 
AW=O, A 4 (B,wB2) = (A g B,)w(A g B2). 
“z’ has the same properties; 
For formal finite sets, one 
the proofs are 
then obtains 
however exchanged. 
(Ix ,,...,xnl)P~!Y,,***,Ymo=~l~,,~*~,Xnl~~~lY,,~~~,Y~l~ 
= rl4 * Y, 11 SiSn, 1SjSml) 
using an obvious generalization of ZF notation to formal sets. 
Cartesian product of formal sets is a special instance of double extension. If X 
and Y are in D such that XX Y is also in D, then 
A it B = ext(ha.ext(hb.{l( a, b)(}) B) A and 
A si; B= ext(Ab.ext(Aa.{)(a, b)l)) A) B 
are formal Cartesian products. 
If the class D where the power construction is defined is closed w.r.t. Cartesian 
product, then symmetry may be defined in terms of formal Cartesian products 
because of the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.1. Let X and Y be in D such that X x Y also is in D. Then for all Z 
in D and *: [XX Y + .PZ], A R B = ext(*)(A 2 B) and A r B = exd(*)(A R B) hold. 
Proof. 
ext(*)(A R B) = ext( *)( ext( ha.ext( hb.{ I( a, b)l)) B) A) 
‘z’ext( Aa.exr( *)( ext( Ab.{ I( a, b)l}) B)) A 
‘g’ext(Aa.ext(Ab.ext(*)(((a, b)l}) B) A 
= ext(Aa.ext(Ab.a * b) B) A 
The statement about ‘W and “ fi ” is proved analogously. 0 
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Corollary 4.2. Let P be a power construction such that D = def P is closed w.r.t. 
product, i.e., X, Y in D implies X x Y in D. Then P is symmetric @for all X, Y in 
D,AinPX,andBinPY,AjtB=ARBholds. 
4.4. The !ogic of power constructions 
Each power construction is equipped with an inherent logic. In this section, we 
present the domain of iogical values together with disjunction and existential 
quantification. The corresponding conjunction is defined in Section 4.7. 
The domain of logical values is obtained by interpreting the power domain Pl 
where 1= (0). It has at least two elements: 0 and {loi}, and is equipped with the 
binary operation “w “. We interpret 6 as “false” denoted by 0, (io[) as “true” denoted 
by 1, and “w” as forma? disjunction “+“. From the power axioms, one gets the 
following properties: 
0 “ i-” is commutative and associative. 
0 O+a=a+O=a for all a in Pl. 
l In case of a real power construction, one additionally has a + a = a for all a in 91. 
Table of values for a generalized power construction: 
+ 0 1 
t 
0 0 1 
1 l? 
Table of values for a real power construction: 
+ 0 1 
t 
0 0 1 
1 1 1 
Further statements about Pl beyond the ones above are not possible for generic 
power constructions. In particular, one does not know whether there are further 
logical values besides 1 and 0, and a + 1 = 1 does not gen.zrally hold, even for real 
power constructions. There is no information about the relative order of 0 and 1; 
0 might be below 1, above 1, or incomparable to 1. 
The two power set constructions- set of arbitrary subsets and set of finite subsets- 
both have the same logic: PI is (0, lo}} or (0,l) with ordinary disjunction. 
4.5. Existential quantification 
Extension ext: [[X 3 PY] + [ PX + PY] J is polymorphic over the domains X and 
Y. In this section, we consider the specifll case Y = Cr; Section 4.6 is concerned with 
X=: 1. 
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Extension to the one-point domain’ ex : [[X + 9’113 [ !PX + Pl]] may be logically 
interpreted along the lines of the previous section. It has the following properties: 
W) exp9=0 
W) exp(AwB)=(expA)+(expB) 9x4 91 
(P3) eMlxl1 = px 
(SI) ex( Ax.0) A = 0 
I 
I/ 
P 
cm 
64) 
ex(Ax.px+qx)A=(expA)+(exqA) x 
exp(extfA) = ex(Aa. exp(fa)) A 
whence exf{ Ix,, . . . , x, I} =fx, + * l - +fxn. Thus, ex means existential quantification. 
It takes a predicate p : [X + 9’11 and a formal set A and tells whether some member 
of A satisfies p. (54) then informally reads: There is x in lJae A fa satisfying p iff 
there is a in A such that there is x in fa satisfying p. 
Existential quantification may also be used to translate formal sets into second 
order predicates. For this end, we exchange the order of arguments of ex by 
uncurrying, twisting, and then currying again. The outcome is a morphism % : [ PX + 
[[X + P l] + P 1 J] mapping formal sets into second order predicates. The properties 
of ex presented above translate easily into properties of 8: 
(W 88 = hp.0 
W2) %‘(AwB)=Ap.(‘8’Ap)+(~Bp) 
W3) w, = AP-PX 
(S4) %‘(extfA)=Ap.E’A(Aa.%(fa)p) 
These results suggest to define a power construction for given domain 91 by (a 
slight variant of) !PX = [[X-, gl] + 91]. This method to obtain power constructions 
will be presented and explored in Section 9. 
4.6. Multiplication by a logical value 
In this section, we consider extension of a morphism with domain 1, i.e., the 
instance ext : [[ 1 + 9X] + [ 91--, PX]]. The function space [ 1 + YX] is isomorphic 
to 9X. Thus, we get a morphism [ BX-, [ 913 SX]]. Uncurrying and exchanging 
arguments leads to the “product” l : [91 x 9X+ 9X]. The definition is b 9 S = 
ext(Ao. S)b. We call this product external since its left operand is not a member of 
PX. The axioms of ext imply the characteristic properties of the product. 
Proposition 4.3. 
(W 0. s=e 
uw (a+b) l S=(a- S)w(b- S) 
(P3*) 1 l s=s 
(SW b-8=8 
’ This morphism is called ex to distinguish it from the fully polymorphic exr. 
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cw 6. (S,wS*) = (6 l S,)w(b * Sz) 
(S49 extf( b l S) = 6 l (ex2fS) 
(S4an) (a*b).S=a*(b*S) 
(SY*) Jf 9 is symmetric, then ext(hx.6. fx)S= b- (extfS). 
Algebraists will notice that these properties essentially are the axioms of left 
modules. This topic will be further explored in Section 5.1. 
Proof. 
VW 0. S=ext(ho.S)O=O 
(P2*) (a 3 b) - S= ext(ho.S)(awb) etc. 
(P39 1 l S = ext(ho.S)(lol} = (h0.S) 0 = S 
(SI*) b l 0 = ext(,io.O)b = 8 
(SW 6 l (S,wSJ = ext(Ao. S,wS,)b etc. 
(S4*) extf(b* S) = extf(ext(Ao.S)b) 
(z)ext( A 0. extf( (A o.S)o))b 
= ext(Ao. extfS)b 
= 6 9 (extfS) 
(S4a) (a l b) l S = ext(Ao.S)(a 9 b) 
(‘:)a l (ext( A o.S)b) 
= a*(b*S) 
(SY*) ext(Ax. 6 -fi)S = ext(Ax.ext(Ao.ji)b)S 
= ext(A%ext(Ax.ji)S)b 
= b- (extfs). Cl 
by symmetry 
Interpreted logically, the product 6 l S resembles the conditional “if 6 then S else 
9”. At least for the cases b = 1 and 6 = 0, product and conditional coincide because 
oflS=SandOS=& 
4.7. Conjunction 
Up to now, the logical domain 91 was only equipped with constants 0 and 1 
and 2 disjunction “+“. We now interpret the external product on 91 as conjunction 
since a . b resembles “if a then b else 0”. The algebraic properties of conjunc- 
tion l : [ 91 x 91+ 911 are given by the next proposition: 
Proposition 4.4. 
0 ().6=b*()=(-) 
* Distributivities: (a,+& - b=(a, l b)+(a,* 6) 
u*(b,+b,)=(a* b,)+(a* 62) 
l Neutral element: 1 8 b = b l 1 = b 
@ Associativity: (a l 6) l c = a l (6 l c) 
e If the construction P is symmetric, then “ - ” is commutatk 
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0: immediate by (Pl l ) and (Sl a). 
Distributivities: (P29 and (S29. 
1: 1 l 6 = 6 holds by (P39. be 1 = e~t(Ao.{lol})b =C holds by (S3). 
Associativity is just (S4a). 
Commutativity : 
a l b = ext(Ao.b)a = ext(Ao. b l 1)s 
= b * ext(ho.l)a using (SF) 
=b=(aal)=b*a. Cl 
Ele axioms of generic power constructions do not allow to derive more algebraic 
properties for conjunction. In particular, idempotence of conjunction, the opposite 
distributivities, and the laws of absorption do not generally hold. On the other side, 
the existing laws ar:: powerful enough to obtain the following table of values: 
5. Power constructions considered algebraically 
5.1. Semirings and modules 
The host of algebraic properties of 
of well-known algebra% structures. 
power constructions may be described in terms 
Definition 5.1 (Semiring ). A semiring doma’n (R, +, 0, l , 1) is a domain R with 
continuous operations such that (R, +, 0) is a commutative monoid, (R, l , 1) is a 
monoid, and multiplication “ l ” is additive in both arguments, i.e., 
a-O=O-a=O, a*(bJ-b,)=(am 6,)+(a* b2), 
(a,+a,) = b=(a, l b)+(a,* I;). 
The semiring is commutative iff its multiplication is, and it is idempotent iiT its 
addition is, i.e., a + a = a holds. 
A semiring homomorphism h : [W + R’] between two semirings is a mapping that 
preserves the semiring operations: 
h(a+b)=ha+hb, h(0) = 0’, 
h(a* b)=ha* hb, h(l) = 1’. 
The power domain 91 is such a semiring with 0 = 0, a + b = u w 6, I= {I#, and 
u l b = ext(kb)a as shown in the previous sections. 
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Semirings are generalizations of both rings and distributive lattices. These in turn 
are generalizations of fields and Boolean algebras. Hence, both the notations 
(R, +, 0, l , 1) as used in this paper and a more logical notation (R, v, F, A, T) seem 
to be adequate. 
When semiring domains are considered which are lattices, there is a high risk to 
confuse the order “s” of the domain and the lattice order “E” defined by a + h = b. 
Generally, there is no relation between these two orders. In special cases only, they 
are equal or just opposite. 
Definition 5.2 (Modules). Let R = (I?, +, 0, 9 , 1) be a semiring domain and M = 
(IV, +, 0) be a commutative monoid domain. (I?, k?, - ) is a module iff 
l :[RxM+M], 
WOM =oM, a* (B,+&)=(u* &)+(a* B,), 
OR-A=O1\/l, (a*+uz) * B=(a, l @+(a?. m 
lR-A=A, a- (b- C)=(a- b) l C. 
We also sa.y “M is an R-module”. 
Let M, and M2 be two R-modules. A morphism f: [M, + MJ is linear iff 
f(A+.Q)=fA+fB and f(r-A)=rmfA. 
Particularly prominent modules are those over a t.eld; they are called vector 
spaces. The notion of linearity is drawn from there. 
The most important results of the previous sections may be summarized to 
Theorem 5.3. Let 9’ be a power construction and let 
+=w:[9Xx~X+-~X], 
0=89X, 
l = h(a, S). ext(Ao.S)u : [Pl X PX-, 9X], 
1 = {loI>: 91. 
Then PI with these operations is a semiring domain, and 9X is a PI-module for all 
domains X. For f : [X + PY], tiie extension f : [ PX + PY] is linear, and 7 0 L = f holds. 
The semiring gl is called the characteristic semiring of the power construction 
!%@. Different power constructions may have the same characteristic semiring. For 
instance, the construction of the set of all subsets and the construction of the set 
of finite subsets for the class of discrete domains both have characteristic semiring 
{O,l} xvith l+l=l. 
Conversely, one may wonder whether there is a power construction for every 
given semiring. The answer is yes; in Sections 8 and 9, two distinguished constructions 
with given semiring are presented. 
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5.2. R-constructions 
It is generally useful not to stick to the fact that the characteristic semiring be 
exactly 91. It is better to be more flexibl.! and let the characteristic szmiring be 
some isomorphic copy of %. In this case, it is important to fix an isomorphism. 
Definition 5.4. Let R be a semiring domain An R-construction is a pair (9, p) of 
a power construction .9 and a semiring isomorphism (9 : [R + 911. 
If R allows non-trivial automorphisms, then there are several different isomorph- 
isms between 9’1 and R. Hence, we fix an isomorphism in the definition. The 
importance of this fixing will be seen in the subsequent sections. Nevertheless, we 
shall mostly use the sloppy notation “9’ is an R-construction” without explicitly 
mentioning the fixed isomorphism 9 : [R + PI]. 
Various derived power operations involved the power domain 9 1 in their function - 
ality. By means of the isomorphisms cp and cp-‘, they may be tlrrned into operations 
involving R instead. For the sake of clarity, we mark the original operations by an 
asterisk in the following, and denote the original products by “*“. 
-: [R x CPX-, PX], r*A=cpr*A, 
ex:[[X+ RI-, [9X+ RI], exp=rp -’ 0 ex*( cp 0 p), 
%:[PX+[[X+ R-j-* R]], %Ap = cp-‘( %*A(rg 0~)). 
These new operations enjoy the same algebraic properties as the original operations. 
The proofs may be performed by simple equational reasoning. In the sequel, we 
shall mostly use the new operations. 
5.3. Examples for characteristic semirings 
In this section, we informally present some examples for power constructions 
and their characteristic semirings. 
0 The lower power construction has characteristic semiring (0 c 1) where 1 + 1 = 1. 
In this logic, 0 is unstable because it may become 1 while the computation 
proceeds. Thus, 0 actually means “don’t know” since only positive answers are 
reliable. 
@ The upper power construction has the dual semiring { 1 C= 0). Here, 1 is unstable 
and may change to 0 in the course of a computation. Only negative answers are 
reliable. 
0 The convex or Plotkin power construction has semiring (0, 1) with 1 + 1= 1. The 
elements are not comparable, whence computations with logical result cannot 
proceed. They have immediately to decide whether the result is 1 or 0, and cannot 
change their “opinion” afterwards. 
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The constructions of the set of all subsets and of the set of finite subsets have 
the same characteristic semiring as Plotkin’s construction. Indeed, the construction 
of finite subsets is just a special instance of Plotkin’s. 
The three examples above show the importance of the empty set in our algebraic 
theory. Without empty set resp. 0, ail three semirings would collapse to (1) and 
could not be distinguished. 
A power construction with a more reasonable logic should have the Boolean 
domain B = (L, 0, 1) as semiring. Such constructions are called set domain con- 
structions in [9]. The interpretation of _I_ is “I do not (yet) know”. Computations 
with logical results start in this state which may change to 0 or 1 if the computation 
proceeds. 
The sandwich power domain [2] or big set domain [9j and the mixed power 
doamin [4,5] or small set domain [9] both have characteristic semiring B with 
parallel conjunction and disjunction. 
Multi-power domains containing formal multi-sets sbyuid have the natural num- 
bers as their semiring. There are many different ways how to arrange the naturals 
to form a semiring domain. They may be ordered ascending, descending, or 
discretely; special elements _L or 00 may be added etc. 
The multi-power domain of [ l] has semiring {0,1<2 < l . . < m}, i.e., 0 is incompar- 
able as in Plotkin’s construction whereas the remaining naturals form an ascending 
chain. 
In [ 131, &Crete probabilistic non-determinism is modeled by a power construction 
with characteristic semiring R,” -the non-negative reals including infinity ordered 
as usual with ordinary addition and multiplication. 
In [ 131 again, oracle non-determinism is modeled by a construction whose semiring 
is the power set of a fixed set. The power set is ordered by inclusion “c”, addition 
is union, and multiplication is intersection. 
A third construction in [13] models ephemeral non-determinism. Its semiring is 
the so-called tropical semiring T = ((0 < 1~ 2 < * l l < a}, l7,~, +, 0), i.e., addition 
in T is minimum, and multiplication in T is arithmetic addition. 
6. Power homomorphisms 
6.1. Defnition 
Homomorphisms between algebraic structures are mappTngs preserving ail 
operations of these structures. Power constructions may be considered algebraic 
structures on a higher level. Thus, it is also possible and useful to define correspond- 
ing homomorphisms. 
A power homomorphism H: 94 9 between two power constructions p 
and 2 with def kP c def % is a “family” of morphisms If = ( HS)X~tlql.~: [pX+ 9x1 
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commuting over all power operations, i.e. 
The empty set in 9X is mapped to the empty set in .9X: 
HO=& 
@ The image of a union is the union of the images: 
H(AwB)=(HA)w(HB). 
e Singletons in 9X are mapped to singletons in 9X: 
H{l~l}~ = (Ix~}~, or: H 0 Lo = L+ 
0 Let f: LX+ PY]. Then H of: [X+ .9Y], and 9x& 9Y 
ext,(H of)(HA) = H(ext,fA) L 
has to hold for all A in 9X. This axiom may also be written x 
ext,(H of)0 H = H ~(ext~f) 
(see the diagram to the right). 
Obviously, there is an identity power homomorphism I : 9 4 P where all morph- 
isms Ix are identities. Furthermore, two power homomorphisms G : 9 4 9 and 
H : 22 4 9? may be composed “pointwise”, i.e., (H 0 G), = Hx 0 Gx. It is easy to 
show that the outcome is again a power homomorphism fi Q G : 9 4 St. 
A power isomorphism between tbo constructions 9 and 22 is a family of isomorph- 
isms H = Hx: [9X+ .9X] such that both ( Hx)xEdc.y and (H,‘),,,,,, are power 
homomorphisms. Hence, two isomorphic constructions are defined for the same 
class of domains. 
6.2. Some properties of power homomorphisms 
Since power homomorphisms preserve all primary power operations, it is not 
surprising that they also preserve the derived operations. 
Proposition 6.1. Let H : 9 4 9 be a power homomorphism. 
(1) Letf:[X-+Y]. Then 
Ho(mapPf)=(map9f)oH:[PX+9Y] 
(see the diagram). 
(2j Let b be in 9’1 and S in PX. Then H(b l S) = Hb l HS. 
(3) H,:[9’141] is a semiring homomorphism. 
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In categorical terms, (1) means H is a natural transformation between the functors 
.9 and 9. 
Proof. 
(1) H 0 (map&) = H 0 (extrp(+ of)) = (ext9(H 0 L,~ of)) 0 H 
=(ex&& of))0 H =(mapJ)o H. 
(2) H(b*S)=H(ext(ho.S)S)=ext(ho.HS)(Hb)=(Hb)~(HS). 
(3) HI respects + = w, 0=8, and 1 ={loI} by the definition of power 
homomorphisms. It respects “. “’ by (2). 0 
6.3. Linear power homomorphisms 
In the following, we want to compare power constructions with the same charac- 
teristic semiring by means of power homomorphisms. We use the notion of R- 
constructions 9 with a fixed isomorphism from R to 91 as introduced in Section 5.2. 
Definition 6.2. Let R be a semiring, and let (9, cp) and (9”, cp’) be two R-construc- 
tions. A power homomorphism H : 9) 4 iP’ is called linear iff the morphisms 
HX : [9X + !YX] are R-linear. 
Linearity of the morphisms is not a matter of course. Proposition 6.1(2) tells 
H( 6 l S) = Hb - HS instead for b in PI. From this, it becomes evident that a power 
homomorphism is linear iff it acts on R as an identity. 
Proposition 6.3. Let (9, Q) and (P’, Q’) be two R-constructions. A power homomorph- 
ism H : !? 4 P’ is linear @‘the composition Q’-’ 0 H, 0 Q : [R + R] is the identity. 
Proof. To be sufficiently distinctive, we denote the product with members of gl 
and .VI by “*‘* in this proof. r l A is then defined by igr * A resp. q’r * A. 
Let H be a linear power homomorphism. Then for all r in R, 
Q'-'(HdQd) =Q'-'(H&P'* (I"I>>, 
= cp’-‘(H,(r l II+>> 
{loI> is neutral in 91 
R-product “ m” defined by Q 
= Q'-'km H,{(olH H is R-linear 
= Q’-‘( Q’t’ * { loI}‘> H is power homomqkm 
= Q’-‘( Q’j’) = r. 
Conversely, 
H(r*S)=H(cpr*S)=H(qr)* HS=q’-‘(H(qr))* HS=r* HS 
holds applying the definition of “ - ” in terms of “ * “. Cl 
Hence, if R allows non-trivial automorphisms there are non-linear power 
homomorphisms besides the linear ones. 
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6.4. Initial and jinal R-co,lstructions 
Initial and final power constructions are defined relative to the characteristic 
semiring by means of linear power homomorphisms. Without the assumption of 
linearity, their existence could not be guaranteed. 
An R-construction 9 is initial if for all R-constructions LZ? there is exactly one 
linear power homomorphism !Y 4 2.. Finality is dual. The exact definitions however 
are more complex. To prevent a construction from being initial simply because it 
is almost undefined, we concentrate on total constructions defined for all domains. 
Definition 6.4. A total R-construction (.q, cp) is initial if for all total R-constructions 
(2,~‘) there is exactly one linear power homomorphism H : (9, p) 4 (ii?, p’). 
A total R-construction (9, (9) is final if for all R-constructions (2, cp’) there is 
exactly one linear power homomorphism H : (9, q’) 4 (9, q)* 
These definitions imply the existence and uniqueness of intial and final R- 
constructions for every given semiring domain R, as pointed out in Sections 8 and 
9. If the definitions did not refer to linear power homomorphisms, there would be 
no initial and final constructions for semirings with non-trivial automorphisms. 
Initial and final R-constructions have the usual properties found in algebra: 
(1) lf Y is isomorphic to an initial (a final) R-construction Y’, then 9 is also 
an initial (a final) R-construction. 
(2) For given semiring R, initial and final R-construction are unique up to 
Isomorphism. 
The proofs of these properties are done by standard algebraic arguments- 
provided that “isomorphic” is understood as isomorphic by a linear power 
isomorphism. 
The main result is Jhe following theorem: 
Theorem 6.5. For every semiring R, initial and @al R-constructions exist. 
In Section 8, we demonstrate the initial construction. Section 9 is then devoted 
to the final construction. Before introducing the initial construction, we first investi- 
gate the theory of R-X-modules because the results of this theory are used when 
considering the initial construction. 
7. R-X-modules 
Before introducing the initial and final R-constructions for a semiring R, we 
consider R-X-modules in this section. R-X-modules are R-modules together with a 
map from X. Power domains are R-X-modules by the singleton map. The theory of 
R-X-modules allows to prove a host of theorems that are applied to the theory of 
power domain constructions in the next section. 
7.1. DeJiniticns 
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An R-X-module is an R-module together with a mapping from X to it. 
Definition 7.6. An R-X-module M is a pair M = (M, 7) of an R-module domain 1w 
and a morphism 7) : [X+ NJ. 
A morphism f: (A4, q) + (M’, 77’) is R-X-linear iff f: [ M + M’] is R-linear and 
j+o 77 = TJ’, i.e., f( r)x) = 7j’x for all x in X. 
We already met examples for such R-X-modules and R-X-linear mappings. If 
H : 9 + 9 is a ltnear power homomorphism between two R-constructions, then for 
every ground domain X, the instance Hx is an R-X-linear mapping between the two 
R-X-modules (9X, Lo) and (9X, L,>)). If f: [X+ ,PY], then the extension extf is 
R-X-linear between the R-X-modules (9X, L) and (PY,f) since extf 0 L =j Thus, 
the R-X-modules with R-X-linear mappings provide a common abstraction of 
extension and power homomorphisms. 
In the sequel, we need some more definitions. 
Definition 7.2. Let M = (M, v) where M = (M, +, 0, - ) is an R-moduie. A subset S 
of (the carrier of) M is called an R-X-s&module of M iff 
(1) qx is in S for all x E X, i.e., v[XJ c_ S. 
(2) 0 is in S. 
(3) If a and 6 are in S, then so is a + 6. 
(4) IfaisinS,thenr~aiskrSforallrER. 
(5) S is a subdomain of M, i.e., S is directed closed in M, i.e., if D is a directed 
subset of S, then the limit of D w.r.t. M is in S. 
By definition, S may be assumed to be an R-X-module again, and the natural 
inclusion map e : S + M is an R-X-linear morphism. 
It is easily verified that the intersection of a family of R-X-submodules of a fixed 
R-X-module is again an R-X-submodule. Hence, the R-X-submodules form a 
complete lattice, and there is a least R-X-submodule for every given R-X-module 
M. We call it the core MC of M. The following theorem is a generahzation of a 
theorem found in [ 121 for the case R = (0, 1). It provides a more explicit description 
of the core. 
Theorem 7.3. If M = ( M, 7) is an R-X-module, then its core is given by M’ = M” where 
M#={rl - TX,+- * *+r,; qx,,InE&, riE R, xiEX} 
and B is the least directed closed superset of B. 
The size af MC is bounded by ]M’I s 2(lRJ’““. 
The proof of the theorem is included as an appendix. 
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7.2. Reduced R-X-modules 
Definition 7.4. An R-X-module is reduced iff it coincides with its core. 
Equivalently, an R-X-module is reduced iff it does not allow proper R-X- 
submodules. 
For every R-X-module M, the core MC is reduced. Hence, every R-X-module 
contains a reduced R-X-submodule. 
Reduced R-X-modules enjoy many interesting properties listed in the sequel. 
Lemma 7.5. Let M = (M, q) be a reduced R- -module, and M’ an R-module. If 
F, G : [M -) M’] are two R-linear morphisms w F(rlx) s G( qx) for all x E X, then 
F < G holds. 
Proof. Let S = (a E M 1 Fa s.Ga}. S satisfies the operties of Definition 7.2 whence 
S = M follows because M admits no proper R- submodules. Cl 
By anti-symmetry, one immediately gets: 
Proposition 7.6. In Lemma 7.5, “s” may be replaced by “=“: 
Let M = (M, r)) be a reduced R-X-module, and M’ an R-module. If F, G : [M + M’] 
are two R-linear morphisms with F 0 q = G 6 q, then F = G holds. 
As a special instance of this proposition, one obtains: 
Proposition 7.7. If M is a reduced R-X-module, then there is at most one R-X-linear 
mapping from M to any other R-X-module M’. 
Finally, we consider existence of a least element. 
Proposition 7.8. If the semiring R has a least element IR and X has a least element 
Ix, then every reduced R-X-module M = (M, 7) has a least element, namely 
IR ’ dbd- 
Proof. Let S={aE MIa5LR. a}. 
(1) Let XEX. Then 7x=1 l qx>&* q(&). 
(2) O-0. q(-L,)a&* q(lx). 
(3) Let a, bES. Then a+&&’ q(lx)+&- +x)=(~,+&& 77(-L+ 
IR ’ &-X)- 
(4) For rc R and a&, r- a 2 r * & l T(_&) 3 & ’ q(_i& 
(5) S is obviously closed w.r.t. limits of directed sets in M. 
Hence, S satisfies the conditions of Definition 7.2, whence S = M holds. Cl 
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7.3. Free R-X -modules 
By Proposition 7 .?, there is at most one R-X-linear Inapping from every reduced 
R-X-module. In this section, we consider an even more special class of R-X-modules. 
Definition 7.9. An R-X=-module F is free iff for every R-X-module M, there is exactly 
one R-X-linear morphism froln F io M. 
The existence of free R-X-modules is shown in Section 7.4. For algebraic R and 
X, a more explicit construction is provided in Section 7.5. In this section, we study 
the properties cf free R-X-modules. By usual algebraic arguments, ;*;I free E-X- 
modules are isomorphic to each other. Thus, we sometimes denote the free R-X- 
module by R OX. 
Proposition 7.10. Every free R-X-module is reduced. 
Proof. Let F be a free R-X-module and S an R-X-submodule of F. We have to 
show S=F. 
The embedding E : S + F is R-X-linear since S is an R-X-submodule. Since F is 
free, there is an R-X-linear morphism 5: [F+ S]. The composition E 0 6 is R-X-linear 
and maps F to itself as the identity does. By freedom, E 0 6 = id holds. Hence, for 
every y in F, y = I E S holds. q 
If F is a free R-X-module, then for every morphism f: [X + M J from X to some 
R-module M, there is a unique R-X-linear extension fp: [F+ (M, f)] to the R-X- 
module (MJ). Thus, “-” itself is a function from IX + M] to IF+ M J. 
Theorem 7.11. If F is a free R-X-module, then fw every R-module M, the mapping 
-:[X+ M]+[F+ M] as introduced above is continuous. 
Proof. “-” is monotonic by Lemma 7.5 telling that f< g implies f~ #. 
Now, we show the continuity of “-“. Let r) be the morphism from X to F. Let 9 
be a directed set of morphisms from X to M, and let f be its limit. We have to show 
$= LIda%? dl The function on the right-hand side is R-linear by continuity of “+” 
and “ - “. It maps TX tofi by continuity of application and d( qx) = dx. By uniqueness, 
it thus equals f 0 
In the special case X = 1, R itself is a free R-X-module: 
Proposition 7.12. (R, Ax. 1) is a free R- 1 -module. 
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Proof. Let M = (M, q) be an R-l-module. Lzt f: [R + M] be given by f( r) = r. ~0. 
This mapping is R-linear because of the module axioms. Ear instance, 
f(r* r’)=(r* 8) l qo=r* (r’* qo)=r.f(r’) 
holds. f is R-l-linear since f((h.lr.l)o) =f( 1) = 1 - ~0 = ~0. 
Let F be an arbitzwy R-l-linear map from (R, Ax. I) to M. Then F(r) = F( Y l 1) = 
r* F(l)=r- F((h.--.l)o)=r* qo=f(r) holds, i.e.,fis unique. Cl 
7.4. Existence of free mod&s 
In this section, we show Lhe existence of the free R-X-module for arbitrary semiring 
domains R and ground domains X. The proof follows the lines of [ 121 who proved 
the existence of the free commutative idempotent monoid over X. Hoofman used 
the categorical Freyd Adjoint Functor Theorem. We avoid i&s usage for the sake of 
a slightly more explicit construction. Qur proof !ooks much simpler than that of 
Hoofman because we apply the notion of R-X-modules. 
We first construct the so-called solution set required by the Adjoint Functor 
Tileorem. Instead of applying this theorem after verifying its remaining preconditions 
2nd thus obtaining the mere existence of the free module, we present a simple 
explicit construction based on the solution jet. 
The problem with the class of all R-X-modules is that it is not a set. The problem 
is solved by providing a set of R-X-modules {Mi 1 i E I} that may be used as 
representatives for all R-X-modules. 
Let c be the cardinal 2(‘RJ’x’, and let C be a set of cardinality c. From C, we 
construct the set 
where 2 = (0, 1). Next, let I be the set of all tuples (A, G, +, 0, l , f) in D such that 
A = (A, s) is a domain, M = (A, +, 0, l ) is an R-module domain, and f: X + A is 
continr us, i.e., (M, f) is an R-X-module. By construction, I contains isomorphic 
copies of all R-X-modules up to cardinality c. Indexing I by iself, we obtain a 
family ( Mi)iEI of R-X-modules. 
Now let M = (M, f) be an arbitrary R-X-module. Let MC be the core of M and 
e : [MC-, M] the natural inclusion. Note that e is R-X-linear. 
By Theorem 7.3, IM’l s 2(IRt’x’) - c holds. Hence, there is an isomorphic copy Mi 
of MC in I. Let Q : [Mi + MC] be the R-X-linear isomorphism between Mi and MC. 
Given the “solution set” (Mi)ic 1, it is now easy to construct the free module. Let 
P = ni,, Mi. The operations in P are defined as follows: 
0 a d 6 iff ai G bi for all i in I, 
@ a+b=(ai+bi)ici, 
r-a= (r* ai)ie, for Y in R, 
7X = (qiX)i, 1 for X E X. 
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It is not diflicult to see that all these functions are continuous, and make P into an 
R-X-module. The projections ni : [P + Mi] are R-X-linear. 
Finally, let F be the core of P. Then the inclusion p : F+ P is R-X-linear. Summariz- 
ing, we get for each R-X-module M the following chain of R-X-linear mappings 
for some i: 
Thus, we get an R-X linear map f from F to every R-X-module M. f is unique 
since F is reduced (Proposition 7.6). 
7.5. Free modules in the algebraic case 
There seems to be no general explicit description of the free R-X-module. 
However, an explicit construction is possible at least in the case of structurally 
algebraic semiring R and algebraic domain X. 
Definition 7.13. A semiring domain R is structurally algebraic if it is algebraic and 
its base R” contains 0 and 1 and is closed w.r.t. “+” and “0”. 
Examples. 
Every finite and every discrete semiring domain R is structurally algebraic since 
R” = R holds in these cases. 
N;={O<1<2<... < 00) is structurally algebraic since sum and product of finite 
numbers are finite. 
The tropical semiring T is algebraic but not structurally algebraic since 00 is the 
neutral element of its addition. 
The powerset of an infinite set X with u:;ion as addition and intersection as 
multiplication and ordered by inclusion is algebraic but not structurally algebraic 
since 1 = X is infinite. 
The actual construction is roughly indicated. First, let 2 be the set of all (not 
necessarily monotonic) functions from X0 to R” that yield noir-zero results for a 
finite number of arguments only. These functions (Y stand for finite R”-linear 
combinations over X0 where ax is the coefficient of x. Hence, addition, multipl;r,ation 
by a member of R”, singleton, and extension have natural definitions fclr .?. Here, 
the closure of R0 w.r.t. the algebraic operations is needed. 
Secoud, J? is equipped with the least pre-order “<” making singleton, addition, 
and multiplication monotonic. Extended functions f may also be proven to be 
monoionic by showing that the pre-order LY <‘p iff J& sj’p also makes singleton, 
addition, and multiplication monotonic. The free R-module over X is then the ideal 
completion of this pre-order (2, <). 
This explicit construction allows to derive the following properties: 
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Theorem 7.14. If R is structurally algebraic and X is algebraic, then R (3 X is algebraic. 
Theorem 7.15. Let R be u $nite semiring. If X is finite or bifilrite, then so is R OX. 
Theorem 7.16. If R and X are discrete, then so is R OX. 
It leaves open the following 
Problem. What happens if R is algebraic without being structurally algebraic? 
8. The initial R-construction 
In this section, the existence of the initial R-construction for given semiring R 
is shown and its properties are studied. The idea to consider initial power construc- 
tions dates back to [ 101. Hoofman [ 121 showed the existence of the initial construc- 
tion for semiring (0.1). Main [ 131 then proposed initial constructions for some 
fancy semirings as indicated in Section 5.3. In contrast to our work, he requires the 
singleton mapping to be strict without telling exactly why. Our singleton mappings 
are generally non-strict as indicated by Propositions 7.8 and 9.4. The singleton maps 
of mixed and sandwich power domain are also non-strict. 
For every domain X and every semiring R, there is a free R-X-module R OX. 
The construction X H R OX is the initial R-construction. 
Theorem 8.1. Let R be a-fixed semiring. The power construction 9 defined by 9X = R 0 
X is the initia! R-construction. The construction is symmetric i$R is commutative. The 
a priori given external product of the modules PX coincides with the external product 
derived from the power operations. 
Proof. We first show that 9 is a power construction. Empty set and union are given 
by the module operations: Q = 0 and Aw B = A + B. Singleton is the morphism 
q : [X+ R OX], i.e., (1x1, = TX. For every f: [X + PY], the extension ext f is given 
by the unique R-X-linear map from R OX to ( c?Y, f ). Function ext is continuous 
by Theorem 7.11. We have to demonstrate that it satisfies the power axioms. 
The primary axioms of extension are satisfied by definition of ext. The secondary 
axioms are consequences of the uniqueness of the extended map. 
(SU ext( Aa.9) = AA.6 
The function to the right is linear and map? singletons to 0 = 0. The function to the 
left behaves equally, whence they are equal. 
(S2) ext(Ax.jxwgx) = AA.extfAwext gA 
Both functions are linear, and both map a singleton {Ial, to fa wga. Note that 
commutativity of the addition in a module is required to prove the additivity of the 
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functiou p to the right because p(Aw S\ =jA +fB+gA+ g& whereas PAW@ = 
fA+gA+fB+g~. 
63) extc-id 
Again, both sides are Linear and coincide on singletons since both map {Ial) to {Ial}. 
(S4) ext g 0 extf= ext(eM g of) 
Once more, both sides are linear-the left-hand side as composition of linear maps. 
They both map a singleton {Ial> to extg(fa). 
In case of commutative semiring R. symmetry of the construction is shown by 
the same kind of reasoning in two steps: 
(0 ext(Ax.r$) - AA.r• extfA 
(2) ext(ha.ext(Ab.a * b) B) = hA.ext(Ab.ext(Aa.a l b) A) B 
Next, we have to show that the primarily given external product of the R-module 
gbx coincides with the derived external product of the power construction. The 
latter is denoted by “ * ” for the moment. 
r * A= ext(Ao.A)r= ext(Ao.A)(r* 1) = r. cxt(Ac.A)(go) = t-0 A 
using the linearity of extended maps. 
By Proposition 7.12, 91 = R 0 P = R holds. i.e. (9, id) is an R-construction. Let 
(9, cp) be another R-construction. We have to demonstrate the existence of a unique 
linear power homomorphism H : .9 4 52. 
For every domain X, %X is an R-module, and there is a morphism ~9 :[X+ 9X]. 
Since PX is the free R-X-module, there is a (unique) W-linear morphism 
H : [9X+ 2X] with H 0 by = Lo. By lineati;.y, H is additive, i.e., H0 = 8 and 
H(Atr B) = HAM HB hold. 
Next, H 0 (extf) = ext( H of) 0 H has to be shown forf: [X+ PY]. Since H and 
all extensions are linear, both sides are linear morphisms from 9X to 2Y. 
They coincide en singletons: H(ext_f{lxl),) = H(b) and ext(H ~f)(H{lxl)~) = 
ext(H ~f){lxl>~ = H(fx) hold. Since g’w is free and %Y is an E-module, both sides 
are equal. 
Uniqueness of I# is a simple consequence of the freedom of .9X for all X. Cl 
The theory of R-X-modules gives us the following properties of 
construction: 
the initial R- 
Theorem 8.2. Let R be Q semiring and let 9 be the initial R-construction. 
( 1) If R has a kast element, then 9 maps domains with least element into domains 
with least element (Proposition 7.8). 
(2) lj R is structurally algebraic, then 9 maps algebraic domains into algebraic ones 
Jheorem 7.14). 
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(3) If R is jnite, then 9 maps (bi)jinite domains into (bi)jnite domains 
(Theorem 7.15). 
(4) If R is discrete, the11 P maps discrete domains into discrete ones (Theorem 7.16). 
9. The final R-construction 
9.1. The main theorem 
In contrast o the initial R-construction, the final one may be explicitly constructed. 
As indicated in Section 4.5, existential quantification leads to a mapping 8 from 
!PX to [[X + 91 J + Pl] for every power construction 9. This suggests to define PX 
as [[X-, R] + R] if R = Pl is given. The equations in Section 4.5 also indicate how 
to define the power operations. 
One has to prove that these operations satisfy the axioms of Section 3, and that 
the derived semiring 9’1 is isomorphic to the originai semiring R. For proving the 
axioms, the outer, second order mappings have to be additive, and for proving the 
isomorphism between !Yl and R, they even have to be right linear. 
Functions in [X+ R] may be multiplied by members of R from the right by 
defining f l r = Ax.(fx) l r. They also may be added by defining f +g = hx.fx+gx. A 
second-order function F : [[X + R] -$ R] is right linear iff F( f +g) = Ff + Fg and 
F( f l r) = Ff l r hold. The set of all such functions is denoted by [[X + R] * R]. 
Ordered as subset of [[X-, R] + R], it becomes a domain because the lub of a 
directed set of right linear functions is right linear again by continuity of application, 
sum, and external product. 
Theorem 9.1. The final R-construction is given 6.y (9, (9) where PX = 9.:X = 
[[X+ R] 4 R] and the isomorphism rp:[R+Pl] isdefined bycg(r)=Ag.r*go. Its 
irlverse is $(A) = A( A 0.1). 
The basic power operations are dcjned by 
@ 0= Ag.0 
0 AuB=Ag.Ag+Bg 
{Ixl}=Ag.gx forxEX. 
0 extf A = Ag.A(Aa.fag) for f : [X + PY] and A E PX. 
To understand the definition of ext, note that a ranges over X. Then a in X and 
f: [X+ PY] imply fa E CPY = [[Y + R] a R]. g ranges over [Y + R], whence fag E 
R and Aa.fag: [X+ R]. Thus, A E .9X = [[X+ R] J@+ R] implies A&. .) E R. 
The proof of the theorem proceeds in four steps: First, it is shown that the power 
operations defined above always create right linear maps when applied to such 
maps. Second, the validity of the power axioms is shown by A-conversions. Third, 
an isomorphism between LPl and R is established. Forth, the power construction 
9.: is demonstrated to be final. 
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The proof of the right linearity of the results of the operations is done by 
straight-forward equational reasoning. It is omitted here. The remaining three steps 
are handled in the next three sections. 
9.2. Proof step 2: The power axioms 
In this section, we prove the validity of the power axioms for the new construction. 
By the definition Aw B = hg.Ag + Bg, the operation “w” trivially is commutative, 
associative, and has neutral element O=hg.O. The axioms of extension are less easy 
to prove. In this paper, we concentrate on (P3) that is simple, (S2) where additivity 
of the second order function is needed, and (S4) which is the most difficult. The 
other ones are shown similarly. 
Definition. extfA = Ap.A( Aa.fap). 
(P3) extf{lxl} = Ap.(lxl}(Aa.fap) = Ap.(Aa.fap)x = Ap.fxp =fx. 
(S2) ext(fwg)A = Ap.A(Aa.(fwg)ap) = Ap.A(Aa.(fawga)p) 
= Ap.A(Aa.fap + gap) using additivity of A here 
= Ap.A(Aa.fap)+A(Aa.gap) = extfAwextgA. 
(s4) The claim is ext g 0 at f = ext( ext g 0 f ), Gi ext g( ext fA) = ext(Ax. ext g( fx))A. 
ext g( ext f A) = Ap.( extf’A)(hb.gbp) 
= Ap.(Aq.A( Aa.faq))( Ab.gbp) 
= Ap.A( Aa.fa(Ab.gbp)), 
ext(Ax.ext g( fx))A = Ap.A( ha.(Ax.ext g( fx))ap) 
= Ap.A( Aa.( ext g( fa))p) 
= Ap.A( Aa.( Aq.( fa)( iib.gbq))p) 
= Ap.A(Aa&(Ab.gbp)). 
9.3. Proof step 3: ?Ile characteristic semiring 
In this section, we show the power domain -91 and the original semiring R to 
be isomorphic. To this end, we first consider how the semiring operations in 91 
are defined. 
0 !S’l=[[l+R]* R] 
e 0 = 8 = Ap.0 
@ A+B=AtjB=Ap.Ap+Bp 
1 = { I,>I} =Ap.p : 
A - B = ext( A 0. B)A = Ap.A(Aa.( A 9. B)ap) 
= Ap.A(Aa.Bp) = hp.A(h~.Bp) 
For the last equality, note that a ranges over 1. 
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There is one obvious choice for a mapping rl, : [ PI+ R], namely $A = A(h 0.1). 
This mapping is a semiring homomorphism: 
0 ~(0) = (Ap.O)(ho.l) = 0 
0 $(A+B)=(Ap.Ap+Bp)(Ao.l)=+A+$B 
@ 3/(l) = (hp.po)(Ao.l) = (Ad)0 = 1 
0 $(A- B)=(Ap.A(Ao.Bp))(A%l) 
= A(Ao.B(Ao.1)) 
= A(Ao.$,B) = A(Ao.1 - t/US) use right linearity of A now 
=A(Ao.l) a @=$A- &B. 
As announced previously, right linearity of the second order functions in PX is 
needed here. With left linearity, the result would be #(A l B) = II/B l +A instead. 
The mapping $ is shown to be an isomorphism by specifying its inverse. Let 
cp : [R + Bl] be defined by cpr = -4p.r l po. The second order mapping gr is right 
linear in p because 
~~(P+p’)=r*(p+p’)o~r*(po+p’o)=r~po+r*p’o=cpr(p)+cpr(p’), 
qw(p*a)=r-(p*a)o= r*(pO’a)=(r*po)*a=cpr(p)*a. 
(9 is the inverse of $ since 
~(cgr)=(Ap.r~po)(Ao.l)=v(A- l)o=r* l=r, 
so(+A) = Ap.tiA - po 
= Ap.A(Ao.1) l po and by right linearity of A 
= Ap.A(Ao.1 . PO) 
= Ap.A( A 0.~0) = Ap.Ap = A. 
9.4. Proof step 4: Finality 
Let (2, p) be an arbitrary R-construction and let (P, rg) be the R-construction 
of Theorem 9.1. We have to construct a linear power homomorphism H : 2 4 9 and 
then show it is unique. H is given by existential quantification ‘8 : [9X+ 
[[X + R] r’in > R]] as defined in Section 5.2. 
Existential quantification in % would map functions in [X + 2 1 J into elements of 
91. It can be used to define H if semiring elements can be translated into elements 
of 221 and vice versa by means of p and p-l. Hence we define for A in 3!X 
HA = Ap.p-‘( ext, (p 0 p)A). 
Here, p ranges over [X + R], whence p 0 p : [X+ 3? 13. Thus, ( ext9 (p 0 p)A) is in 9 1, 
whence its value by p-l is in R. Hence, H:[9X+[[X+ RJ-, R]]. 
Adopting this definition of H, we have to show that HA is right linear, that H is 
a linear power homomorphism, and finally that H is unique. We omit the proof of 
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right linearity here immediately going on to the power homomorphism proof. Here, 
empty set and union are also omitted. 
0 H( extfA) = hp.p-‘( ext(p 0 p)( extfA)) 
%p.p-‘( ext(hx.ext(p 0 p)(j.i))A) 
= Ap.p-‘(ext(Ax.p(p-‘(ext(p 0 p)(fx)))M) 
= Ap.p-'( ext( A.x.p( H(fi)p))A) 
=Ap.HA(Ax.H(fx)p) 
= hp. HA( Ax.( H of)xp) 
= ext9( H ofj(EA). 
Now we know _!I is a power homomorphism. To show its linearity, we have to 
prove rli(W4) = r for all r~ R by Proposition 6.3 where $ = AS.S(Ao.1) is the 
isomorphism from 91 to R. 
WUP)) = (Ap.p-‘(exMp o p)(pr)))(Ao.l) 
=p-‘(ext,(p 0 (Ao.I))(pr)) 
=p-‘(extd(Ao.{IcI] ,,)(pr)) since p( 1) = {I@)}., 
(543) 
= p-‘(p) = r. 
The last property to be shown is that H is the only linear power homomorphism 
from % to 9. Let G be another linear power homomorphism. Then rl, 0 G, 0 p = id, 
holds. 
HA = Ap.p-‘( exf, (p 0 p)A) 
= Ap4(Gl(exb(p 0 PM)) since p-’ = $0 G, 
= QMexbU% 0 P 0 p)(GA)) because G is a power 
homomorphism 
= Ap.(eXf+(JI-’ op)(GA))(Ao.l) since G, 0 p = t,b-‘, 
and +S = S(ho.1) 
= hp.{ GA)( Ax.( $-’ 0 p)x( A 0.1)) by definition of ext.P 
= Ap.(GA)(Ax.$W’(px))) since S(Ao.1) = t,!d 
= Ap. GA( Ax.px) = hp. GAp = GA 
Now, the theorem is completely proved. 
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9.5. Derived operations 
The definition of the final R-construction provides realizations for the principal 
power operations in terms of higher order functions. The derived operations may 
also be expressed in functional form. 
@ mapfA=ext(c,of)A=hp.A(ha.(~of)ap) 
=hp.A(ha.{lfal)p)=hp.A(Aa.p(fa))=Ap.A(pof). 
e As indicated in Section 5.2, the external product is defined for elements of R 
by means of <p. 
r* A= ext(Ao.A)(cpr) = Ap.(cpr)(Aa.(Ao.A)ap) 
= Ap.(Aq.r- qo)(Aa.Ap)= Ap.r* (ha.Ap)o= Apt-- Ap. 
9.6. Further properties 
This section is a collection of some simple properties of the final construction. 
Proposition 9.2. If R is discrete. then 9:X is discrete for all domains X. 
Proof. g,?X is [[X+ R] * R] ordered pointwise, i.e., AS B iff Ap 6 Bp in R for 
al! p:[X+ R]. Cl 
Proposition 9.3. If R is$nite, then g;X is Jnite cr bijinite whenever X is. 
Proof. If R and X are finite, then so is [[X+ R] * R]. According to Section 2, 
9.: then maps bifinite domains into bifinite domains since it is a locally continuous 
functor. Cl 
Problem. If R and X are bifinite (R not necessarily being finite), is @X bifinite? 
Problem. If R and X are algebraic, is PFX algebraic? 
Proposition 9.4. If R and X have least elements J+ and Ix, then P.yX has a kasi 
element, namely _LR - {Ilxl}. 
Proof. Ne ha\:: to show Ap> (I~ l {I_L~(})P for all A:[[X+ R] r’in ’ R] and all 
p:[X+ R]. 
Ap = A( Ax.px) a A( Ax.p( I~)) 
= A(Ax.1 - p(&j) rfiA(Ax.l) . p(lx) 
3 J-R - P(-M = L ’ {I~XI~P = (k? ’ {l~xl~)P. 0 
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Problem. Is 97 symmetric whenever R is commutative? 
Simple equational reasoning does not help here. 
10. Known power construcfions 
In this section, we briefly consider how the known power constructions fit into 
the general framework. Most proofs are omitted since this topic will be subject of 
a different paper and may also be found in [?I. 
10.1. Lower power constrtlctions 
Let L = {O< 1) with 1 + 1 = 1 be the lower semiring. L-modules are just those 
commutative monoids (M, +, 0) with a + a = a and 0 d a for all a in M. One easily 
verifies that in such monoids, a +b is the least upper bound of a and b. Hence, 
L-modules are just complete domains with sum being least upper bound and 0 
being 1. 
Lower power constructions are the power constructions with characteristic 
semiring L. 
Theorem 10.1. Initial and final lower power construction are isomorphic. They are 
explicitly given by 
(1) 2X = {C c X 1 C is Scott closed) ordered by inclusion “C “, 
(2) ui,, Ai = cl UiC I Ai where “cl” denotes Scott closure, 
(3) 0=8, 
(4) AwB=AuB, 
(5) {lx11 = ix, 
(6) for arbitrary L-modules M and morphisms _f: [X+ M], the unique linear 
extensionf:[ZX+ M] is given byfC=u f[C]. 
We do not include the proof of this theorem here because it is a bit out of the 
scope of this paper and uses some topological techniques not introduced here. 
10.2. Upper power constructions 
Let U=(l<O} with 1 + 1= 1 be the upper semiring. U-modules are just those 
commutative monoids (M, +, 0) with a + a = a and a d 0 for all a in M. One easily 
verifies that in such monoids, a + b is the greatest lower bound of a and b. Hence, 
U-modules are just domains with a continuous binary greatest lower bound and a 
top element. 
Although U is just dual to L, the situation is much more complex here. The reason 
is that in L-modules, binary lub and directed lub well cooperate and imply the 
existence of all lubs and all glbs. In U-modules however, binary lubs and infinite 
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glbs need not exist. The additional complexity might be the reason that the following 
theorem is much weaker than Theorem 10.1. 
Theorem 10.2. For continuous ground domain X, the initial upper power domain %iX 
and the final upper power domain %“X coincide. They are explicitly given by 
(I) %X = (K c X 1 K is a Scott compact upper set) ordered by inverse inclusion “z”, 
(2) ui,, Ai = ni, I Ai for directed tifamilies (Ai)iE 1, 
(3) s=0, 
(4) AwB= Au B, 
(9 ii4> = Tx9 
(6) extjX = LJaEA fa = iJ f [A]. 
The initiality is indicated without proof in [lo]. The finality of the construction 
in terms of compact sets is shown in [16] for sober domains-a much larger class 
of doma& than the continuous ones. (Smyth naturally did not know our notion 
of finality at the time. He indicated a bijective correspondence between compact 
upper sets and “open filters” proved in [ll]. These open filters in turn bijectively 
correspond to our second-order predicates [[X + U] * U].) 
There are non-continuous ground domains X such that the initial upper power 
domain %iX differs from the final one %‘X. Thus, the upper power domain does 
not exist-an everlasting source of confusion. 
10.3. Convex power constructions 
Let C = (0, 1) with discrete order and 1 + 1 = 1 be the convex semiring. C-modules 
are just idempotent commutative monoids. Plotkin’s power construction is known 
to be initial for this semiring as indicated in [lo]. It much differs from the correspond- 
ing final construction ‘Gfi 
If X is a domain with a least element I, then [X-, C] has only two elements: Ax.0 
and 0.1. A linear second-order function has to map Ax.0 to 0. Thus, %+X - 
[[X + C] ~5 C] has two elements, no matter how big X is. Hence, (+ZJ is quite useless. 
Besides the initial and the final one, we know of nine further C-constructions 
enumerated in [7]. 
10.4. Sei domain constructions 
As indicated in Section 5.3, a power construction with a reasonable logic should 
have the Booleans as characteristic semiring. There are several semirings with carrier 
B = {I, 0,1} with I < 0,l. In all of them, multiplication is given by parallel conjunc- 
tion. Hence, we choose the semiring with addition being parallel disjunction. Power 
constructions with this characteristic semiring are called set domain constructions 
following [9]. They admit especially nice logical operations. Mixed power domain 
3 For topologists: “u,X and %2,X would differ for bounded complete, non-sober ground domains 
do not !tnown whether such domains exist. 
x. I 
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and sandwich power domain -defined for algebraic ground domains by Gunter and 
Buneman-provide two different set domain constructions. 
The mixed power domain is free for the mix theory as Gunter [4,5] and I 
independently found out. Mix algebras are com:nutative idempotent monoids 
enriched by an additional unary operation “?“.4 In the following definition, we 
give-in contrast to Gunter- a minimal set of axioms, i.e., for each of the four 
axioms, there is a commutative idempotent monoid satisfying all axioms except the 
given one. 
Definition 10.3 (Mix algebras). A mix algebra (P, f, 0, _?) is a commutative idem- 
potent monoid domain (P, +, 0) with an additional continuous operation _?: P-, P 
satisfying the following 4 axioms 
(Al) A?sO, (AZ) A?<:-, 
(A3) A+A?aA, (A4) (A+B)?<A?+B?. 
A morphism f between two mix algebras is a mix homomorphism iff it is additive 
and satisfies f(A?) = (fA)?. 
Mix algebras are nothing else than B-modules; A’? is I l A. The axioms of mix 
theory easily fo!low from the module axioms: 
(I) A+A=l*A+l*A=(l+l)*A=l*A=A 
(Al) A?=1 -AsO-A=0 
(A3 A?=l_*Asl-A=A 
(A3) A+A?=l-A+_I_-A==(~+_L)-A=l-A=A 
(A4) (A+B)?=_b(A+B)=bA+bB=A?+B? 
The mix theory as defined above allows to derive some theorems which hold in 
all mix algebras. Among those, there is (A3) and (A4) with equality. We now present 
the most important of these theorems with their proofs which end up in a character- 
ization of mix homomorphisms. 
U-1) 
(N) 
A+B?aA since A+B?%)A+O = A. 
(-W A+A?=A by (A3) and (Tl). 
(T3) 
f-r-2) 
O?=O since 0 = o+o?=o?. 
Wj A??=A? since A?? (2) A? (~)A?+A&)A??_ 
U-5) A?=A iff AsO 
lhs (Al) 
ProoJ “a” A =A? 6 0. 
4 Denoted by Cl by Gunter. 
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XsOand XSA iff XsA?, 
i.e., A? is the greatest lower bound of 0 and A. 
pro05 “+" X ~0 implies X=X? by (T5). XS A implies X?< A? by 
monotonicity of I’ “?“. Together, X d A? follows. 
“CS” by (Al) and (A2). 
(A+B)?=A?+B? 
ProojI “s” is (A4). “a” is deduced by (T6) from A?+B?sO (by (Al) 
and (N)) and A?+B?cA+B (by (A2)). 
The three statements (1) A s A+ B and (2) A?s B? and (3) A?< B are 
equivalent. 
ProoJ (l)+(2): A?(&A+B)?=A?+ B?%? ‘3 
(2) 
(2)=$(3): A? s B? %, 
(3)+(l): A(z)A+A?:A+B. 
XsOand XSA and A+X>A iff X=A? 
Prooj “e” is immediate by (Al), (A2), and (A3). 
“=-s”: X s 0 and X 4 A imply X d A? by (T6). A + X s A implies 
A?sX by (T8). 
Every mix algebra is a B-module. 
Proo$ We define 0 - A = 0, 1 - A = A, and I . A = A?. By (Al) and (A2), 
this operation is monotonic in its B-argument, whence it is contim *::us. 
r” 0=0: (T3) 
r-(A+B)=r-A+P B: (T7) 
0 l A = 0: immediate 
(r+s) l A= t-0 A+s- A: by neutrality if Y = 0 or s = 0, by idemgotence if 
r = S, and by (T2) if r = I and s = _L or vice versa. 
1 - A = A: immediate 
r-(s*A)=(r-s)*A: theonlydifficultcase r=s=_~is handledby(T4). 
Gunter defined mix algebras by an axiom system consisting of (T7), (T4), (T2), 
(A2), and (Tl). Because (Tl) implies (Al) by choosing A = C arid (T2) implies (A3) 
;Ind (T7) implies (A4), his mix theory is equivalent with ours. 
(T9) is a particularly interesting theorem. It implies that the operation “?” is 
uniquely determined in a given mix algebra, i.e., for every commutative idempotent 
monoid, there is at most one choice for the operation “?” to turn it into a mix 
algebra. Another important consequence is the following: 
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Theorem 1U.4. An additive morphism between two mix algebras is automaticaily a mix 
homomorphism, and an additive morphism between two B-modules is automatically 
linear. 
Proof. Let f: X+ Y be a continuous additive map between the two mix algebras X 
andY.Thenfora91A~X,A?~OandA?~AandA+A?~Aimp1yf(A?)~Oand 
f( A?) <fA and fA+f( A?) QA respectively. By (T9), f( A?) = (fA)? follows. Cl 
Finally, one can show that the mixed power don-ain is initial for algebraic ground 
domain: 
Theorem 10.5. For every algebraic domain X, the mixed power domain over X and 
the initial set domain over X coincide. 
A proof may be found in [4]. 
In contrast to the mixed power domain, the sandwich power domain is final: 
Theorem 10.6. For every algebraic domain X, the sandwich power domain over X and 
the jinal set domain [[X + B] a B] are isomorphic. 
This theorem may be proven by combining the results about lower and upper 
power domain. A more clumsy, direct proof may be found in [S]. 
11. Conclusion 
The algebraic framework introduced in this paper was developed to find out the 
common features of the known explicit constructions of Plotkin [14], Smyth [ 15, 
l6], Buneman et al. 121, and Gunter [4,5]. It turned out to be general enough to 
cover also the proposals in [ 10,121 concerning certain types of free monoids, and 
in [13] concerning free semiring modules. 
The new notion of power homomorphisms immediately implies the notions of 
initiality and finality of power constructions. Whereas initiality is closely related to 
free modules, finality brings up a new aspect. The explicit description of final 
constructions in terms of second order “predicates” indicates that such constructions 
may easily be implemented in a functional language that only has to provide the 
semiring addition as special feature (for the sandwich power domain for instance, 
this is “parallel or”). 
The number of different power constructions satisfying the axioms of Section 3 
is enormous. For every semiring, there is an initial and a final construction that 
seem to coincide in rare cases only. Besides these two extremes, there might be a 
variety of other constructions with the same characteristic semiring. We found for 
instance nine further C-constructions besides the initial and the final one* One might 
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guess that the variety of different constructions increases with the complexity of the 
characteristic semiring. 
The speerrum of power constructions with given characteristic semiring as well 
as the domain-theoretic properties of the initial and final construction are not yet 
thoroughly investigated (see the host of open problems indicated in this paper). 
Reasons might be the lack of examples and some inherent complexity of the theory. 
The five explicit constructions lower, upper, convex, mixed, and sandwich power 
domain have characteristic semirings of at most three elements, and even the 
seemingly simple case of the upper semiring is not completely understood (at least 
by the author). 
Appendix. The core of an R-X-module 
This appendix is concerned with the proof of Theorem 7.3 which characterizes 
the cores of R-X-modules. The proof is not included in the main text because it 
uses topological methods i!lstead of equational reasoning. As Theorem 7.3 is a 
generalization of some iheorems in [ 121, many of the following auxiliary propositions 
may be found there. They are included here for the sake of completeness. 
A. 1. Directed closure 
A subset S of a domain X is directed closed iff the suprema (w.r.t. X) of all directed 
subsets of S belong to S. Since arbitrary intersections of directed closed subsets of 
X are directed closed, there is a least directed closed superset A for every subset A 
of X. We show some properties of this set operator in the sequel. 
?roposition A.1. If f: X + Y is a continuous function between two domains, then 
f[A] c f [A] holds for all subsets A of X. 
Proof. LctB=f-‘[f[A]]={x~Xlfx~f[A]).ForallainA,fa~f[A]cf[A]holds, 
whence A c B. If D is a directed subset of B, then f [ D] is a directed subset of 
f [ A]. f (u D) = u f [ D] holds by continuity of J Since f [A] is directed closed, it 
contains u f [ D], whence L _I D is in B. 
Thus, we have seen that R is a directed closed superset of A. Hence, A is a subset 
of B, whence f[&f[A]. 0 
Proposition A.2. Let X and Y be two domains, and A c X and B G Y. Then A x B = 
A x B holds. 
Proof. Let 7r1 : X x Y + X and 7r2 : X x Y + Y be the two projections. Since the projec- 
tions are continuous, Proposition A. 1 yields 7rTTI[ A x B] c GT,[ A x B] c A and 
analogously 7r2[A x B] c B. These inclusions imply A x B z A x l?. 
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For the opposite direction, we also employ Proposition A.l. Using a, = hy.(u, ~1)) 
one obtains for arbitrary sets U E X and Vc Y the inclusion 
-- - ~ 
ux “=“y” uJV]c u u,,[V]c u ux v= ux v. 
UEU LIE u 
Analogously, one may show 0 x V c U x V. Combining both inclusions, one finally 
obtains 
- - -- 
~~xBEAxBGAxB=AxB. 0 
The proposition above allows to prove two statements about closure properties 
of sets w.r.t. continuous operations. 
Proposition A.3. Let X be a domain and A a subset of X. 
(1) If A is closed w.r.t. a continuous unary operation f: [X+X], i.e., f [A] G A, then 
,& is also closed w. r. t. J: 
(2) If A is closed w.r.t. a continuous binary operation g : [X xX+ X], i.e., g[A x A] c 
A, then x is also closed w.r.t. g. 
Proof. (1) By Proposition A.!, f [A] c f [A] c A holds. 
(2) By the same statement and Proposition A.2, we obtain 
g[iixii]=g[AxA]sg[AxA]cii. El 
Finally, we estimate the size of the directed closure. 
Proposition A.4. Let A be a subset of a domain X. Then IAl 5 21AI holds. 
Proof. Let B = (u S 1 S c A, u S exists}. Then A c B holds since a = u {a} holds 
for all a E A. We show that B is directed closed. If D is a directed subset of B, then 
for all d in D there is a subset Sd of A such that d = u Sd. Then 
Because U, E ,, Sd is a subset of A, U D is a member of B. 
Since B is a directed closed superset of A, AC B follows, whence 
~4+3I42”1=2’“‘. q 
Note that the set B in this proof contained the lubs of all subsets of A that exist, 
not only the lubs of the directed subsets of A. One might believe that the set R of 
all lubs of directed subsets of A equals A. This belief is however wrong; in general, 
A does not contain the lubs of directed sets of lobs of directed sets of A. 
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A.2. -Proof of Theorem 7.3 
In this paragraph, the proof of Theorem 7.3 is performed by means of some 
auxiliary propositions. 
Proposition AS. Let M be an R-X-module. The set 
M#={r, 9 qx,+- .*+r,* qx,,(nENO, r,ER, XiEX} 
satisfies the properties (1) through (4) of De@nition 7.2, i.e., M# contains 0 and all 
TX, and is closed w.r.t. addition and multiplication by a factor in R. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Proposition A.6. lM#l G 1 R 1”‘. 
Proof. Because of r - qx + r’ l qx = (r + r’) l qx, one can arrange rl l TX, + l 0 - + 
r,, l rlx, such that every x in X occurs at most once. Those x that do not occur may 
be added as 0 l x. Thus, IM”ls IX+ R( = IR]IX’. 0 
Proposition A.7. M# satisfies properties (1) t?vough (5) of Definition 7.2, i.e., it is 
an R-X-submodule of M. 
Proof. (1) and (2) hold because of Proposition A.5 and M# ,C M”. Property (3) for 
M” means this set is closed w.r.t. the binary continuous operation “+“, whence -- 
M# is also closed w.r.t. “+” by Proposition A.3(2). 
For r E R, let pr : [M + M] be given by p,m = r - m. Property (4) for M# means 
this set is closed w.r.t. the unary continuous operation pr, whence M# is also closed 
w.r.t. pr by Proposition A.3( 1) for all r. 0 
Proposition A.& MC = M#. 
Proof. By Proposition A.7, M# is an R-X-submodule of M. Since MC is the least 
such set, MC E M# holds. Conversely, MC being directed closed and M# E MC implies 
-z M GM’. Cl 
Proposition A.9. jM”l s 2”R”X’). 
Proof. By Proposition A.6, IM#I f 1~1’“’ holds, and Proposition A.4 yields IBI d 
2i8’ a .
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